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Outline
• Graphics/Image Data Types
• Popular File Formats

Graphics/Image Data Types
 The number of file formats used in multimedia continues to proliferate
 some file formats used in Macromedia Director
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 GlF and JPG: most web browsers can decompress and display them

Popular File Formats
 GIF: Graphics Interchange Format

 JPEG: Joint Photographic Expert
Group
 TIFF (TIF): Tagged Image File
Format
 PNG: Portable Network Graphics
 PAL: Phase Alternating Line
 WAV: Waveform Audio File Format

 AVI: Audio Video Interleave

 MPEG: Moving Picture Expert
Group

 MP3: MPEG-1, MPEG-2 Audio layer
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1-bit Images
 Binary image: Each pixel is stored as a single bit (0 or 1).

 Such an image is also called a 1-bit monochrome image since it contains
no color (e.g. 'Lena').

8-bit Gray-level Images
• Each pixel is represented by a single byte (a
gray-value between 0 and 255).
• Bitmap: The two-dimensional array of pixel
values that represents the graphics/image
data.
• Image resolution: refers to the number of
pixels in a digital image (higher resolution
always yields better quality).
• e.g., a high resolution image is 1,600
x1,200, a lower resolution is 640 x 480
(= 307, 200, so requires 300 kB of
storage).

256 Gray levels

• Frame buffer: Hardware, i.e., video card (a graphics card), used to store
bitmap.
• The resolution of the video card does not have to match the desired resolution
of the image, but if not enough video card memory is available then the data
has to be shifted around in RAM for display.

• 8-bit image can be thought of as a set of 1-bit bit-planes
• each plane consists of a 1-bit representation of the image at higher and higher
levels of 'elevation': a bit is turned on if the image pixel has a nonzero value that
is at or above that bit level.

Bit-Plane Slicing
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Higher-order bit planes
contain the majority of
the visually significant
data
Lower-order bit planes
contribute to more
subtle details in the
image

Printing
 How do we simulate intermediate shades of grey in an 8-bit image?

 How can we use small number of coloured inks to simulate the huge
range of colours possible in a 24-bit image?
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 Problem: How to print a gray-scale image when the only color ink
available is black (the ink) and white (the paper)?
 This is the problem faced by newspapers and any other print media.
 Newspapers print at 80-100 DPI (dots per inch)
 Magazines print at 200-300 DPI



Color printing is a more complicated variant of this problem.

 The solution is to use a technique known as halftoning.
 The process of generating binary pattern of black and white
dots from an image.

Halftoning
• Photographs are images with continuous shades of black, white, and
gray. These shades are tones.
• Halftoning is a technique, originally developed for the printing
industry, to reproduce continuous tone images using printing
techniques capable of black and white only, not shades of gray.
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Halftoning
• The process of transforming a grayscale image to a halftone.
• Create the illusion of gray-scale by varying the average dot density in local
regions of the image
• Sacrifices spatial resolution for gray-scale resolution
• Spatial refers to image itself, based on direct manipulation pixels.
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Halftoning
Consider a grayscale image
(left) which is halftoned (right) for
printing. The right image looks
like a grayscale image but is
actually only black and white!

Zooming in on the image reveals
“pixel” sizes of differing sizes and
shapes.

Source: www.adobe.com
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Halftoning
• Print media: uses physical filters, lights, and film to generate the
halftoned images.
• Digital halftoning cannot be done this way since digital images consist of
identically shaped pixels (usually rectangular) which are either black or
white.
• The main problem is “Should this pixel be white or black”?
• Several solutions to this problem exist
• Bi-level Thresholding
• Font/Pattern replacement
• Dither matrices
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Bilevel Thresholding
• Re-quantize the image using a 1 bit color
• If the gray-level of a pixel is less than some threshold value then set the
output to black otherwise set the output to white.
• The threshold value may be the “center of the available gray-scale range”
• The threshold value may by the “average of all pixels in the image”

The T value can be choosen
e.g inspecting the histogram
image f.
or
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Bi-level Thresholding Example

Original Image

Absolute Threshold

Adaptive Threshold
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Patterning
• This is the age-old trick of substituting a “font” pattern for each pixel.
• Replacing each pixel by a pattern taken from binary font.
• Consider the following 3x3 font pattern
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Since we are replacing each pixel by a 3x3 block of pixels,
both the width and height of the image increased by a
factor of 3

This font can be
used to print an
image consisting
of 10 gray levels

Grey level 9
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Patterning
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Patterning Example
Pattern the gray-scale
image below
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pixels scaled to the
corresponding font value
binary output image

Same image shown in grayscale
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Patterning Example
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Image Data Types
 The most common data types for graphics and image file formats — 24-bit
color and 8-bit color.
24-bit color image
 each pixel is represented by 3 bytes (RGB), which supports 256 x 256 x
256 (16,777,216) possible combined colors.
 - a 640 x 480 24-bit color image would require 921.6 kB of storage
without any compression.

Composition of RGB from 3 Grayscale images

Image Data Types

• Most image formats incorporate some variation of a compression technique
due to the large storage size of image files (lossless or lossy).
• There are 'cross-platform' formats VS. formats restricted to particular hardware
/ operating system platforms (can be recognized and translated).
• Many 24-bit color images are actually stored as 32-bit images (RGBA) for
representing special effect information (e.g., transparency).

Examples

• How many binary images of resolution 640 x 480 can be stored in a
memory space required to store a 24-bit color image of the same
resolution?

• How many 8-bit gray-level images of resolution 640 x 480 can be
stored in a memory space required to store a 24-bit color image of
the same resolution?

Image Data Types
8-bit color images

 use 8 bits of color information (the so-called '256 colors') to produce a
screen image.
 a lookup table is used to store color information.

 the image stores not color, but a set of bytes, each of which is
actually an index into a table with 3-byte values that specify the color
for a pixel with that lookup table index.

Color Look-up Tables (LUTs)
 The idea used in 8-bit color images is to store only the index, or code value,
for each pixel.

Image Data Types
 Clustering: to generate the most important colors from a 24-bit color
image, expensive.
 The resulting 8-bit image, in GIF format.

 the great savings in space for 8-bit images, over 24-bit ones: a 640 x
480 8-bit color image only requires 300 kB of storage, compared to
921.6 kB for a color image ( without compression).

Color Histogram
• A picture of a cat

• The picture of the cat reduced to
256 colors in the RGB color space

Color Histogram
• Color histogram of the cat picture with x-axis being RGB and y-axis being
the frequency.

• Bin 0 corresponds to intensities 0-63, bin 1 is 64-127, bin 2 is 128-191,
and bin 3 is 192-255.

Color Histogram

How to devise a color look-up table
 Divide the RGB cube into equal slices in each dimension.
 The centers of each of the resulting cubes would serve as the entries in
the color LUT
 Scaling the RGB ranges 0..255 into the appropriate ranges would
generate the 8-bit codes.
 Since humans are more sensitive to R and G than to B, we could
shrink R and G 0..255 into 3-bit (0..7) and shrink B down to 2-bit
(0..3).
 To shrink R and G, we could simply divide the R or G byte value by
(256/8)=32 and then truncate.
 Problems arise that if a slight change in RGB results in shifting to a new
code, an edge appears, and this can be quite annoying perceptually.

How to devise a color look-up table

 Median-cut algorithm: A better alternate solution.
 A type of adaptive partitioning scheme tries to put the most bits, the
most discrimination power, where colors are most clustered.
 Suppose we have an image with an arbitrary number of pixels and want
to generate a palette of 16 colors.

Median-cut algorithm
 Put all the pixels of the image (that is, their RGB values) in a bucket.
 Find out which color channel (red, green, or blue) among the pixels in
the bucket has the greatest range, then sort the pixels according to that
channel's values.
 For example, if the blue channel has the greatest range, then a pixel
with an RGB value of (32, 8, 16) is less than a pixel with an RGB value
of (1, 2, 24), because 16 < 24.
 After the bucket has been sorted, move the upper half of the pixels into
a new bucket.
 Repeat the process on both buckets, giving you 4 buckets, then repeat
on all 4 buckets, giving you 8 buckets, then repeat again on all 8, giving
you 16 buckets.
 Average the pixels in each bucket and you have a palette of 16 colors.

 Since the number of buckets doubles with each iteration, this algorithm
can only generate a palette with a number of colors that is a power of
two. To generate, say, a 12-color palette, one might first generate a 16color palette and merge some of the colors in some way.

• A Color-picker consists of an array of fairly large blocks of color (or a semicontinuous range of colors) such that a mouse-click will select the color
indicated (e.g., Photoshop).
• a color-picker displays the palette colors associated with index values
from 0 to 255.
• Color-picker for 8-bit color: each block of the color-picker corresponds
to one row of the color LUT.

• A very simple animation process is possible via simply changing the color
table: this is called color cycling or palette animation.

Q&A

